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Business Statistics - David F. Groebner 2005
This comprehensive text presents descriptive and inferential statistics
with an assortment of business examples and real data, and an emphasis
on decision-making. The accompanying CD-ROM presents Excel and
Minitab tutorials as well as data files for all the exercises and exmaples
presented.
Intelligent Algorithms in Ambient and Biomedical Computing Wim Verhaegh 2006-09-09
This book is the outcome of a series of discussions at the Philips
Symposium on Intelligent Algorithms, held in Eindhoven in December
2004. It offers exciting and practical examples of the use of intelligent
algorithms in ambient and biomedical computing. It contains topics such
as bioscience computing, database design, machine consciousness,
scheduling, video summarization, audio classification, semantic
reasoning, machine learning, tracking and localization, secure
computing, and communication.
Ethical Hacking and Penetration Testing Guide - Rafay Baloch
2017-09-29
Requiring no prior hacking experience, Ethical Hacking and Penetration
Testing Guide supplies a complete introduction to the steps required to
complete a penetration test, or ethical hack, from beginning to end. You
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will learn how to properly utilize and interpret the results of modern-day
hacking tools, which are required to complete a penetration test. The
book covers a wide range of tools, including Backtrack Linux, Google
reconnaissance, MetaGooFil, dig, Nmap, Nessus, Metasploit, Fast Track
Autopwn, Netcat, and Hacker Defender rootkit. Supplying a simple and
clean explanation of how to effectively utilize these tools, it details a
four-step methodology for conducting an effective penetration test or
hack.Providing an accessible introduction to penetration testing and
hacking, the book supplies you with a fundamental understanding of
offensive security. After completing the book you will be prepared to take
on in-depth and advanced topics in hacking and penetration testing. The
book walks you through each of the steps and tools in a structured,
orderly manner allowing you to understand how the output from each
tool can be fully utilized in the subsequent phases of the penetration test.
This process will allow you to clearly see how the various tools and
phases relate to each other. An ideal resource for those who want to
learn about ethical hacking but dont know where to start, this book will
help take your hacking skills to the next level. The topics described in
this book comply with international standards and with what is being
taught in international certifications.
PC Hardware: A Beginner's Guide - Ron Gilster 2001-05-17
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Ideal for PC owners looking for an accessible, easy-to-follow reference,
this beginner's guide to PC hardware offers expert advice on every
component--processors, motherboards, memory, BIOS, CD-ROM and
DVD drives, video cards, and much more. You'll also get details on
external devices, including monitors, printers, keyboards, and modems.
The book covers both Intel and non-Intel CPUs and USB and AGP ports.
A Practical Guide to Video and Audio Compression - Cliff Wootton
2005-04-28
Learn all about Codecs--how they work, as well as design and
implementation with this comprehensive, easy-to-use guide to
compression. After reading this book, you will be able to prepare and
distribute professional audio and video on any platform including
streamed to the web, broadcast on-air, stored in PVRs, Burned onto CDROMs or DVDs, delivered by broadband, or viewed in Kiosk applications,
PDA devices, and mobile phones.
Practical Arduino - Jonathan Oxer 2011-01-26
Create your own Arduino-based designs, gain in-depth knowledge of the
architecture of Arduino, and learn the user-friendly Arduino language all
in the context of practical projects that you can build yourself at home.
Get hands-on experience using a variety of projects and recipes for
everything from home automation to test equipment. Arduino has taken
off as an incredibly popular building block among ubicomp (ubiquitous
computing) enthusiasts, robotics hobbyists, and DIY home automation
developers. Authors Jonathan Oxer and Hugh Blemings provide detailed
instructions for building a wide range of both practical and fun Arduinorelated projects, covering areas such as hobbies, automotive,
communications, home automation, and instrumentation. Take Arduino
beyond "blink" to a wide variety of projects from simple to challenging
Hands-on recipes for everything from home automation to interfacing
with your car engine management system Explanations of techniques
and references to handy resources for ubiquitous computing projects
Supplementary material includes a circuit schematic reference,
introductions to a range of electronic engineering principles and general
hints & tips. These combine with the projects themselves to make
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Practical Arduino: Cool Projects for Open Source Hardware an invaluable
reference for Arduino users of all levels. You'll learn a wide variety of
techniques that can be applied to your own projects.
Microsoft XNA Framework Edition - Charles Petzold 2010
Annotation This text focuses on the core concepts and techniques for
creating apps with Microsoft Silverlight, with coverage of Microsoft
Visual Studio .NET Framework managed code sandbox, the phone
emulator, sensors and location.
Organization Theory and Design - Jonathan Murphy 2014
Organizing involves continous challenges in the face of uncertainty and
change. How is globalization impacting organizations? How will new
strategies for a turbulent world affect organizational design?In this
second edition of Organization Theory and Design, developed for
students in the UK, Europe, the Middle East and Africa, respected
academics Jonathan Murphy and Hugh Willmott continue to add an
international perspective to Richard L. Daft’s landmark text. Together
they tackle these questions in a comprehensive, clear and accessible
study of the subject.
Gray Hat Hacking: The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, Fifth Edition Daniel Regalado 2018-04-05
Cutting-edge techniques for finding and fixing critical security flaws
Fortify your network and avert digital catastrophe with proven strategies
from a team of security experts. Completely updated and featuring 13
new chapters, Gray Hat Hacking, The Ethical Hacker’s Handbook, Fifth
Edition explains the enemy’s current weapons, skills, and tactics and
offers field-tested remedies, case studies, and ready-to-try testing labs.
Find out how hackers gain access, overtake network devices, script and
inject malicious code, and plunder Web applications and browsers.
Android-based exploits, reverse engineering techniques, and cyber law
are thoroughly covered in this state-of-the-art resource. And the new
topic of exploiting the Internet of things is introduced in this edition.
•Build and launch spoofing exploits with Ettercap •Induce error
conditions and crash software using fuzzers •Use advanced reverse
engineering to exploit Windows and Linux software •Bypass Windows
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Access Control and memory protection schemes •Exploit web
applications with Padding Oracle Attacks •Learn the use-after-free
technique used in recent zero days •Hijack web browsers with advanced
XSS attacks •Understand ransomware and how it takes control of your
desktop •Dissect Android malware with JEB and DAD decompilers •Find
one-day vulnerabilities with binary diffing •Exploit wireless systems with
Software Defined Radios (SDR) •Exploit Internet of things devices
•Dissect and exploit embedded devices •Understand bug bounty
programs •Deploy next-generation honeypots •Dissect ATM malware and
analyze common ATM attacks •Learn the business side of ethical hacking
Supply Chain Management - Sunil Chopra 2010
'Supply Chain Management' illustrates the key drivers of good supply
chain management in order to help students understand what creates a
competitive advantage. It also provides strong coverage of analytic skills
so that students can gauge the effectiveness of the techniques described.
Juniper Networks Warrior - Peter Southwick 2012-12-10
Follows teams of Juniper Networks engineers as they solve specific client
problems related to new and emerging network platform architectures.
Daily Graphic - Yaw Boadu-Ayeboafoh 2006-06-05

BeagleBone to interact with the physical world Connect force, light, and
distance sensors Spin servo motors, stepper motors, and DC motors
Flash single LEDs, strings of LEDs, and matrices of LEDs Manage realtime input/output (I/O) Work at the Linux I/O level with shell commands,
Python, and C Compile and install Linux kernels Work at a high level
with JavaScript and the BoneScript library Expand BeagleBone’s
functionality by adding capes Explore the Internet of Things
Violent Python - TJ O'Connor 2012-12-28
Violent Python shows you how to move from a theoretical understanding
of offensive computing concepts to a practical implementation. Instead of
relying on another attacker’s tools, this book will teach you to forge your
own weapons using the Python programming language. This book
demonstrates how to write Python scripts to automate large-scale
network attacks, extract metadata, and investigate forensic artifacts. It
also shows how to write code to intercept and analyze network traffic
using Python, craft and spoof wireless frames to attack wireless and
Bluetooth devices, and how to data-mine popular social media websites
and evade modern anti-virus. Demonstrates how to write Python scripts
to automate large-scale network attacks, extract metadata, and
investigate forensic artifacts Write code to intercept and analyze network
traffic using Python. Craft and spoof wireless frames to attack wireless
and Bluetooth devices Data-mine popular social media websites and
evade modern anti-virus
Rich's High-tech Business Guide to Silicon Valley and Northern
California - 2003

Fundamentals Of Management: Essential Concepts And Applications, 6/E
- Robbins 2009-09
BeagleBone Cookbook - Mark A. Yoder 2015-04-03
BeagleBone is an inexpensive web server, Linux desktop, and electronics
hub that includes all the tools you need to create your own
projects—whether it’s robotics, gaming, drones, or software-defined
radio. If you’re new to BeagleBone Black, or want to explore more of its
capabilities, this cookbook provides scores of recipes for connecting and
talking to the physical world with this credit-card-sized computer. All you
need is minimal familiarity with computer programming and electronics.
Each recipe includes clear and simple wiring diagrams and example code
to get you started. If you don’t know what BeagleBone Black is, you
might decide to get one after scanning these recipes. Learn how to use
nokia-c6-00-user-guide

Computer Applications in Food Technology - R. Paul Singh
1996-08-12
The Institute of Food Technologists (IFT) recently endorsed the use of
computers in food science education. The minimum standards for
degrees in food science, as suggested by IFT,"require the students to use
computers in the solution of problems, the collection and analysis of
data, the control processes, in addition to word processing."Because they
are widely used in business, allow statistical and graphical of
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experimental data, and can mimic laboratory experimentation,
spreadsheets provide an ideal tool for learning the important features of
computers and programming. In addition, they are ideally suited for food
science students, who usually do not have an extensive mathematical
background. Drawing from the many courses he has taught at UC Davis,
Dr. Singh covers the general basics of spreadsheets using examples
specific to food science. He includes more than 50 solved problems
drawn from key areas of food science, namely food microbiology, food
chemistry, sensory evaluation, statistical quality control, and food
engineering. Each problem is presented with the required equations and
detailed steps necessary for programming the spreadsheet. Helpful hints
in using the spreadsheets are also provided throughout the text. Key
Features * The first book to integrate speadsheets in teaching food
science and technology * Includes more than 50 solved examples of
spreadsheet use in food science and engineering * Presents a step-bystep introduction to spreadsheet use * Provides a food composition
database on a computer disk
Byte - 1990-04

selected from 45 submissions. They were organized in topical sections
named: agile adoption, agile practices; large-scale agile; agility beyond
IT, and the future of agile.
The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs: How to Be Insanely Great
in Front of Any Audience - Carmine Gallo 2009-10-02
The Wall Street Journal Bestseller! Updated to include Steve Jobs's iPad
and iPad2 launch presentations “The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs
reveals the operating system behind any great presentation and provides
you with a quick-start guide to design your own passionate interfaces
with your audiences.” —Cliff Atkinson, author of Beyond Bullet Points
and The Activist Audience Former Apple CEO Steve Jobs’s wildly popular
presentations have set a new global gold standard—and now this step-bystep guide shows you exactly how to use his crowd-pleasing techniques
in your own presentations. The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs is as
close as you'll ever get to having the master presenter himself speak
directly in your ear. Communications expert Carmine Gallo has studied
and analyzed the very best of Jobs's performances, offering point-bypoint examples, tried-and-true techniques, and proven presentation
secrets in 18 "scenes," including: Develop a messianic sense of purpose
Reveal the Conquering hero Channel your inner Zen Stage your
presentation with props Make it look effortless With this revolutionary
approach, you’ll be surprised at how easy it is to sell your ideas, share
your enthusiasm, and wow your audience the Steve Jobs way. “No other
leader captures an audience like Steve Jobs does and, like no other book,
The Presentation Secrets of Steve Jobs captures the formula Steve uses
to enthrall audiences.” —Rob Enderle, The Enderle Group “Now you can
learn from the best there is—both Jobs and Gallo. No matter whether you
are a novice presenter or a professional speaker like me, you will read
and reread this book with the same enthusiasm that people bring to their
iPods." —David Meerman Scott, bestselling author of The New Rules of
Marketing & PR and World Wide Rave
CEH V10 - Ip Specialist 2018-09-24
CEH v10 covers new modules for the security of IoT devices,
vulnerability analysis, focus on emerging attack vectors on the cloud,

International Catalogue of Scientific Literature [1901-14]. - 1902
Agile Processes in Software Engineering and Extreme
Programming - Philippe Kruchten 2019-05-11
This open access book constitutes the proceedings of the 20th
International Conference on Agile Software Development, XP 2019, held
in Montreal, QC, Canada, in May 2019. XP is the premier agile software
development conference combining research and practice. It is a hybrid
forum where agile researchers, academics, practitioners, thought
leaders, coaches, and trainers get together to present and discuss their
most recent innovations, research results, experiences, concerns,
challenges, and trends. Following this history, for both researchers and
seasoned practitioners XP 2019 provided an informal environment to
network, share, and discover trends in Agile for the next 20 years The 15
full papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and
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artificial intelligence, and machine learning including a complete
malware analysis process. Added 150+ Exam Practice Questions to help
you in the exam & Free Resources
PoC or GTFO - Manul Laphroaig 2017-10-31
This highly anticipated print collection gathers articles published in the
much-loved International Journal of Proof-of-Concept or Get The Fuck
Out. PoC||GTFO follows in the tradition of Phrack and Uninformed by
publishing on the subjects of offensive security research, reverse
engineering, and file format internals. Until now, the journal has only
been available online or printed and distributed for free at hacker
conferences worldwide. Consistent with the journal's quirky, biblical
style, this book comes with all the trimmings: a leatherette cover, ribbon
bookmark, bible paper, and gilt-edged pages. The book features more
than 80 technical essays from numerous famous hackers, authors of
classics like "Reliable Code Execution on a Tamagotchi," "ELFs are
Dorky, Elves are Cool," "Burning a Phone," "Forget Not the Humble
Timing Attack," and "A Sermon on Hacker Privilege." Twenty-four fullcolor pages by Ange Albertini illustrate many of the clever tricks
described in the text.
Alcatel-Lucent Scalable IP Networks Self-Study Guide - Kent Hundley
2018-04-03
By offering the new Service Routing Certification Program, AlcatelLucent is extending their reach and knowledge to networking
professionals with a comprehensive demonstration of how to build smart,
scalable networks. Serving as a course in a book from AlcatelLucent—the world leader in designing and developing scalable
systems—this resource pinpoints the pitfalls to avoid when building
scalable networks, examines the most successful techniques available for
engineers who are building and operating IP networks, and provides
overviews of the Internet, IP routing and the IP layer, and the practice of
opening the shortest path first.
Introduction to Sociology 2e - Heather Griffiths 2017-12-31
Introduction to Sociology 2e adheres to the scope and sequence of a
typical, one-semester introductory sociology course. It offers
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comprehensive coverage of core concepts, foundational scholars, and
emerging theories, which are supported by a wealth of engaging learning
materials. The textbook presents detailed section reviews with rich
questions, discussions that help students apply their knowledge, and
features that draw learners into the discipline in meaningful ways. The
second edition retains the book's conceptual organization, aligning to
most courses, and has been significantly updated to reflect the latest
research and provide examples most relevant to today's students. In
order to help instructors transition to the revised version, the 2e changes
are described within the preface. The images in this textbook are
grayscale. Authors include: Heather Griffiths, Nathan Keirns, Eric
Strayer, Susan Cody-Rydzewski, Gail Scaramuzzo, Tommy Sadler, Sally
Vyain, Jeff Bry, Faye Jones
Macworld - 1998
Hackers Beware - Eric Cole 2002
Explains how and why hackers break into computers, steal information,
and deny services to machines' legitimate users, and discusses strategies
and tools used by hackers and how to defend against them.
Gray Hat Hacking, Second Edition - Shon Harris 2008-01-10
"A fantastic book for anyone looking to learn the tools and techniques
needed to break in and stay in." --Bruce Potter, Founder, The Shmoo
Group "Very highly recommended whether you are a seasoned
professional or just starting out in the security business." --Simple
Nomad, Hacker
Mobiles magazine - 2006-05
Mobiles magazine est depuis 1997 le magazine de référence en langue
française sur les téléphones mobiles, avec plus de 15.000 pages publiées
et 1.000 tests de produits depuis le n°1. Tous les mois, Mobiles magazine
décrypte les tendances, teste les nouveaux modèles et apporte à ses
lecteurs le meilleur des informations pratiques pour être à la pointe des
usages et produits mobiles.
Mobiles magazine - 2006-09
Mobiles magazine est depuis 1997 le magazine de référence en langue
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française sur les téléphones mobiles, avec plus de 15.000 pages publiées
et 1.000 tests de produits depuis le n°1. Tous les mois, Mobiles magazine
décrypte les tendances, teste les nouveaux modèles et apporte à ses
lecteurs le meilleur des informations pratiques pour être à la pointe des
usages et produits mobiles.
Fundamentals of 5G Mobile Networks - Jonathan Rodriguez
2015-06-22
Fundamentals of 5G Mobile Networks provides an overview of the key
features of the 5th Generation (5G) mobile networks, discussing the
motivation for 5G and the main challenges in developing this new
technology. This book provides an insight into the key areas of research
that will define this new system technology paving the path towards
future research and development. The book is multi-disciplinary in
nature, and aims to cover a whole host of intertwined subjects that will
predominantly influence the 5G landscape, including the future Internet,
cloud computing, small cells and self-organizing networks (SONs),
cooperative communications, dynamic spectrum management and
cognitive radio, Broadcast-Broadband convergence , 5G security
challenge, and green RF. This book aims to be the first of its kind
towards painting a holistic perspective on 5G Mobile, allowing 5G
stakeholders to capture key technology trends on different layering
domains and to identify potential inter-disciplinary design aspects that
need to be solved in order to deliver a 5G Mobile system that operates
seamlessly.
Strong Performers and Successful Reformers in Education World Class
How to Build a 21st-Century School System - Schleicher Andreas
2018-05-29
Andreas Schleicher - initiator of PISA and an international authority on
education policy - offers a unique perspective on education reform.
Le Guide économique de la Normandie - Editions PTC 2005-12

networks. Authored by world-renowned wireless security auditors, this
hands-on, practical guide covers everything you need to attack -- or
protect -- any wireless network. The authors introduce the 'battlefield, '
exposing today's 'wide open' 802.11 wireless networks and their
attackers. One step at a time, you'll master the attacker's entire arsenal
of hardware and software tools: crucial knowledge for crackers and
auditors alike. Next, you'll learn systematic countermeasures for building
hardened wireless 'citadels''including cryptography-based techniques,
authentication, wireless VPNs, intrusion detection, and more. Coverage
includes: Step-by-step walkthroughs and explanations of typical attacks
Building wireless hacking/auditing toolkit: detailed recommendations,
ranging from discovery tools to chipsets and antennas Wardriving:
network mapping and site surveying Potential weaknesses in current and
emerging standards, including 802.11i, PPTP, and IPSec Implementing
strong, multilayered defenses Wireless IDS: why attackers aren't as
untraceable as they think Wireless hacking and the law: what's legal,
what isn't If you're a hacker or security auditor, this book will get you in.
If you're a netadmin, sysadmin, consultant, or home user, it will keep
everyone else out.
IPv6 Fundamentals - Rick Graziani 2017-06-06
Organizations are increasingly transitioning to IPv6, the next generation
protocol for defining how devices of all kinds communicate over
networks. Now fully updated, IPv6 Fundamentals offers a thorough,
friendly, and easy-to-understand introduction to the knowledge and skills
you need to deploy and operate IPv6 networks. Leading networking
instructor Rick Graziani explains all the basics simply and clearly, stepby-step, providing all the details you’ll need to succeed. You’ll learn why
IPv6 is necessary, how it was created, how it works, and how it has
become the protocol of choice in environments ranging from cloud to
mobile and IoT. Graziani thoroughly introduces IPv6 addressing,
configuration options, and routing protocols, including EIGRP for IPv6,
and OSPFv3 (traditional configuration and with address families).
Building on this coverage, he then includes more in-depth information
involving these protocols and processes. This edition contains a

Wi-Foo - Andrew A. Vladimirov 2004
The definitive guide to penetrating and defending wireless networks.
Straight from the field, this is the definitive guide to hacking wireless
nokia-c6-00-user-guide
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completely revamped discussion of deploying IPv6 in your network,
including IPv6/IPv4 integration, dynamic address allocation, and
understanding IPv6 from the perspective of the network and host. You’ll
also find improved coverage of key topics such as Stateless Address
Autoconfiguration (SLAAC), DHCPv6, and the advantages of the solicited
node multicast address. Throughout, Graziani presents command syntax
for Cisco IOS, Windows, Linux, and Mac OS, as well as many examples,
diagrams, configuration tips, and updated links to white papers and
official RFCs for even deeper understanding. Learn how IPv6 supports
modern networks encompassing the cloud, mobile, IoT, and gaming
devices Compare IPv6 with IPv4 to see what has changed and what
hasn’t Understand and represent IPv6 addresses for unicast, multicast,
and anycast environments Master all facets of dynamic IPv6 address
allocation with SLAAC, stateless DHCPv6, and stateful DHCPv6
Understand all the features of deploying IPv6 addresses in the network
including temporary addresses and the privacy extension Improve
operations by leveraging major enhancements built into ICMPv6 and
ICMPv6 Neighbor Discovery Protocol Configure IPv6 addressing and
Access Control Lists using a common topology Implement routing of IPv6
packets via static routing, EIGRP for IPv6, and OSPFv3 Walk step-by-step
through deploying IPv6 in existing networks, and coexisting with or
transitioning from IPv4
UMTS Security - Valtteri Niemi 2006-02-08
Can you afford not to read this book?........ The Universal Mobile
Telecommunication System (UMTS) offers a consistent set of services to
mobile computer and phone users and numerous different radio access
technologies will co-exist within the UMTS system’s core network –
security is, therefore, of the utmost importance. UMTS Security focuses
on the standardized security features of UMTS and brings together
material previously only available in specifications, design documents
and presentations in one concise form. In addition, this unique volume
also covers non-standard implementation specific features that allow
differentiation between operators and manufacturers. Describes the
security solutions specified for UMTS Provides a comprehensive
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presentation of the UMTS security specifications and explains the role of
the security functionality in the UMTS system Presents the UMTS
security system in its totality from the theoretical background through to
the design process Discusses the new security features included in
Release 4 and 5 By providing a unified treatment of the security services
provided by the UMTS system, this volume will provide invaluable
information and have instant appeal to planners, constructers and
implementers of UMTS networks, and developers and analysts of
application oriented security services that make use of UMTS
communication networks. It will also be of considerable interest to
postgraduates and researchers of modern communication security
technology.
International Electronics Directory '90 - C. G. Wedgwood 2013-10-22
International Electronics Directory '90: The Guide to European
Manufacturers, Agents and Applications, Part 2 focuses on information
on manufacturers, agents, and applications. The book first presents a list
of companies and abbreviations. The text then underscores a classified
list of products and services. This includes electronics for office
administration, aerospace industry, security and alarm systems,
automobile industry, and banking; computers and ancillary equipment;
consumer electronics; and electronics for environmental monitoring.
Other products and services mentioned include electronics for textile
machines, oceanology, metalworking industry, and packaging machines.
The selection also provides an alphabetical list of products. This includes
accelerometers, access control systems, backplanes, bank note counters,
document scanners, drying equipment, flight data recorders, machine
vision systems, magnetic tape and cassette recorders, and underwater
navigational equipment. The text is a valuable source of information for
readers wanting to know about manufacturers, agents, and applications.
Mobiles magazine - 2006-01
Mobiles magazine est depuis 1997 le magazine de référence en langue
française sur les téléphones mobiles, avec plus de 15.000 pages publiées
et 1.000 tests de produits depuis le n°1. Tous les mois, Mobiles magazine
décrypte les tendances, teste les nouveaux modèles et apporte à ses
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lecteurs le meilleur des informations pratiques pour être à la pointe des
usages et produits mobiles.
Invisible Engines - David S. Evans 2008-02-15
Harnessing the power of software platforms: what executives and
entrepreneurs must know about how to use this technology to transform
industries and how to develop the strategies that will create value and
drive profits. Software platforms are the invisible engines that have
created, touched, or transformed nearly every major industry for the past
quarter century. They power everything from mobile phones and
automobile navigation systems to search engines and web portals. They
have been the source of enormous value to consumers and helped some
entrepreneurs build great fortunes. And they are likely to drive change
that will dwarf the business and technology revolution we have seen to
this point. Invisible Engines examines the business dynamics and
strategies used by firms that recognize the transformative power
unleashed by this new revolution—a revolution that will change both new
and old industries. The authors argue that in order to understand the
successes of software platforms, we must first understand their role as a
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technological meeting ground where application developers and end
users converge. Apple, Microsoft, and Google, for example, charge
developers little or nothing for using their platforms and make most of
their money from end users; Sony PlayStation and other game consoles,
by contrast, subsidize users and make more money from developers, who
pay royalties for access to the code they need to write games. More
applications attract more users, and more users attract more
applications. And more applications and more users lead to more profits.
Invisible Engines explores this story through the lens of the companies
that have mastered this platform-balancing act. It offers detailed studies
of the personal computer, video game console, personal digital assistant,
smart mobile phone, and digital media software platform industries,
focusing on the business decisions made by industry players to drive
profits and stay a step ahead of the competition. Shorter discussions of
Internet-based software platforms provide an important glimpse into a
future in which the way we buy, pay, watch, listen, learn, and
communicate will change forever. An electronic version of this book is
available under a Creative Commons license.
Journal of Object-oriented Programming - 1990
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